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            Abstract
The discovery of introns four decades ago was one of the most unexpected findings in molecular biology1. Introns are sequences interrupting genes that must be removed as part of messenger RNA production. Genome sequencing projects have shown that most eukaryotic genes contain at least one intron, and frequently many2,3. Comparison of these genomes reveals a history of long evolutionary periods during which few introns were gained, punctuated by episodes of rapid, extensive gain2,3. However, although several detailed mechanisms for such episodic intron generation have been proposed4,5,6,7,8, none has been empirically supported on a genomic scale. Here we show how short, non-autonomous DNA transposons independently generated hundreds to thousands of introns in the prasinophyte Micromonas pusilla and the pelagophyte Aureococcus anophagefferens. Each transposon carries one splice site. The other splice site is co-opted from the gene sequence that is duplicated upon transposon insertion, allowing perfect splicing out of the RNA. The distributions of sequences that can be co-opted are biased with respect to codons, and phasing of transposon-generated introns is similarly biased. These transposons insert between pre-existing nucleosomes, so that multiple nearby insertions generate nucleosome-sized intervening segments. Thus, transposon insertion and sequence co-option may explain the intron phase biases2 and prevalence of nucleosome-sized exons9 observed in eukaryotes. Overall, the two independent examples of proliferating elements illustrate a general DNA transposon mechanism that can plausibly account for episodes of rapid, extensive intron gain during eukaryotic evolution2,3.
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                    Figure 1: M. pusilla introner elements insert between pre-existing nucleosomes.[image: ]


Figure 2: Identification of introner elements in A. anophagefferens.[image: ]


Figure 3: Introner elements are DNA transposons that carry one splice site and co-opt the other.[image: ]


Figure 4: Introner element dynamics and genomic implications.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 M. pusilla introner elements are in phase with nucleosome linker DNA, even without methylation.
Unmethylated regions (indicated by the line with arrowheads) are defined as containing no base positions with fractional methylation 0.5 or greater in a window starting from 50â€‰bp upstream of the 5â€² end of the introner element intron and continuing 234â€‰bp downstream, which is 50â€‰bp beyond the predominant M. pusilla introner element intron size of 184â€‰bp (Fig. 2a). Mean values at each base position are shown for chromatin maps12 aligned to the subset (7%) of introner element introns residing in unmethylated regions (dark grey and dark blue for nucleosomes centres and DNA methylation, respectively), compared with alignment to all introner element introns (light grey and light blue; same data as in Fig. 1b for introner element introns). On the other hand, to assess whether introner elements could be in phase with methylated regions that are not also nucleosome linkers, we looked for introner elements that had both ends in methylated DNA regions12 but not in nucleosome linkers, which gave 35 potential candidates (1% of introner elements). Manual inspection revealed that 34 of the 35 candidates apparently nonetheless have ends in nucleosome linkers, simply being missed by the filtering criteria we used for calling linkers. This leaves one candidate, indicating little evidence that DNA methylated regions are found at introner element ends, which are not also nucleosome linkers. Thus, unmethylated nucleosome linkers could be the primary determinant of introner element insertion in at least some cases, whereas we find virtually no evidence that methylated regions could be the primary determinant of introner element insertion without also being nucleosome linkers.


Extended Data Figure 2 A. anophagefferens introner elements insert into pre-existing nucleosome linkers.
a, Introner element (IE) introns are generally in phase with nucleosome positions, whereas other introns are not. DNA methylation12 was aligned to the 5â€² ends of introner element introns (dark blue) or other introns (light blue). We did not generate nucleosome data previously for A. anophagefferens but DNA methylation is a reliable indicator of linker locations12. b, Introner elements are in phase with the starts of genes, indicating insertion between pre-existing nucleosomes. The 5â€² ends of introner element introns and DNA methylation12 were aligned to gene starts. A kernel density estimate of introner element ends is displayed with peaks marked by vertical broken lines.


Extended Data Figure 3 Target site duplications (TSDs) at introner element introns.
a, c, Intron sequences contain directly repeated sequences at their ends. Each A. anophagefferens (a) and M. pusilla (c) intron 5â€² and 3â€² end is directly aligned in each possible offset from âˆ’10 to 10â€‰bp apart. Positions relative to the 5â€² splice site from 10â€‰bp upstream to 10â€‰bp downstream are shown. Introner element (IE) introns are shown on the left and other regular non-introner element introns are in the centre, and the differences obtained by subtracting the identity percentages of other introns from those of introner element introns are on the right. Each panel is separated by a vertical black line and a diagonally stepped black line to delineate different regions: the upper left region represents alignment of upstream exon versus 3â€² intron end sequence; the upper right represents 5â€² intron end versus 3â€² intron end; the lower right represents 5â€² intron end versus downstream exon; and the lower left represents upstream exon versus downstream exon. The red arrowheads on the right indicate the offset with maximum average identity (0 in both cases). The red boxes in the right panels highlight the identified TSD length and position (see Supplementary Discussion). b, d, An example of an aligned 5â€² (above) and 3â€² (below) intron end of an introner element for the offset with maximum identity is shown in b for A. anophagefferens and d for M. pusilla. Exonic sequence is uppercase and boxed; intronic is lowercase. Vertical lines show identities that are part of at least an identical 2-mer with the red lines corresponding to the boxed regions in a and c.


Extended Data Figure 4 Terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) in introner element introns.
a, c, Intron end sequences contain inverted repeats. Each A. anophagefferens (a) and M. pusilla (c) intron 5â€² and reverse of the 3â€² end is aligned in each possible offset from âˆ’30 to 30â€‰bp apart. Positions relative to the 5â€² splice site from 30â€‰bp upstream to 30â€‰bp downstream are shown. Introner element (IE) introns are shown on the left and other regular non-introner element introns are on the right. In each panel the upper left region represents upstream exon versus downstream exon sequence, the upper right represents 5â€² intron end versus downstream exon, the lower right represents 5â€² intron end versus 3â€² intron end, and the lower left represents upstream exon versus 3â€² intron end. The red arrowheads (right) indicate the offset with maximum average complementarity. b, d, An example of an aligned 5â€² (top) and 3â€² (bottom, reversed so that it is 3â€² to 5â€²) end of an introner element intron for the offset with maximum complementarity is shown in b for A. anophagefferens (offset of +8) and d for M. pusilla (offset of âˆ’5). Exonic sequence is uppercase and boxed; intronic is lowercase. Vertical lines show complementarities that are part of at least an identical 2-mer.


Extended Data Figure 5 Intron gain templated by nucleosomes and co-opted sequences.
Model for intron generation by introner elements acting as short non-autonomous DNA transposons that carry a splice site and insert between nucleosomes with co-option of the other splice site sequence.


Extended Data Figure 6 Diploid genomic sequence variation in a more recent isolate of A. anophagefferens.
a, Calling of sequence variation from genomic sequencing reads without an assumption of ploidy reveals a peak at an alternate allele fraction of approximately 0.5. The most likely scenario is that this A. anophagefferens isolate has a diploid genome. It is not physically plausible for it to have higher ploidy because that amount of chromatin could not fit into its extremely compact nucleus12. b, An example reference introner element (IE) is present within one allele and absent from the alternate allele. The locus is displayed as in Fig. 3a. The reference introner element is located in an annotated protein-coding gene with a 200-bp RNA sequencing-validated intron in the reference isolate. The alternate allele is probably exonic without an intron (broken lines), so that it encodes the same amino acid sequence. The TSD within the reference allele is 8â€‰bp, immediately flanking the introner element TIRs. c, An example introner element not found within the reference allele is present within the alternate allele. The locus is displayed as in Fig. 3a. The alternate introner element is within an annotated protein-coding gene with a predicted 200-bp intron (broken lines). If the predicted intron is indeed spliced out of the RNA, then the alternate allele encodes the same amino acid sequence. The TSD within the alternate allele is 8â€‰bp, immediately flanking the introner element TIRs.


Extended Data Figure 7 Splice site sequences.
Logos for the 10â€‰bp upstream and downstream of 5â€² and 3â€² splice sites for introner element and other introns are shown for each organism. The rectangles show exonic positions. The core splice sites are GY (Y is C or T) and AG. Introner elements (IEs) combined with co-opted exonic sequence that is duplicated (Fig. 3) to generate particular sequences that extend beyond the core sites (bracketed). Specifically, this results in a predominance of AG|GY sequences (| denotes the position of splicing that ultimately occurs) at 5â€² splice sites in M. pusilla introner element introns and 3â€² splice sites in A. anophagefferens introner element introns. Similar respective sequences are observed in other introns in each organism: G|GT for M. pusilla 5â€² splice sites and AG|G for A. anophagefferens 3â€² splice sites. In non-introner element introns, these sequences have been under selection for long periods of time to promote RNA splicing, revealing the sequences extending beyond core sites that probably contribute to optimal splicing in each organism. The similarity of introner element intron splice sites to other intron splice sites thus suggests that introner elements in each organism generate new introns that are spliced reasonably well.


Extended Data Figure 8 Most introner elements are located in genes expressing low to average RNA levels.
Distributions of detectable RNA levels of all transcripts (black) and only those containing at least one introner element (IE-containing, green) are shown as measured by RNA sequencing. Box plots indicate the median, first and third quartiles with whiskers extending up to data 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the box. For M. pusilla, introner element-containing gene expression does not differ significantly from that of all genes, Pâ€‰=â€‰0.59. For A. anophagefferens, introner element-containing gene expression is slightly lower than that of all genes, Pâ€‰=â€‰0.041.
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A mechanism for intron generation
In eukaryotes, genes are often interrupted by non-coding sequences, or introns, that must be removed to permit the function of the gene. Evolutionary analysis suggests that introns are acquired in bursts, but the mechanism underlying this punctuated acquisition is unknown. A new analysis by Scott Roy and colleagues offers insight into how DNA transposons can serve as the source of intron sequences. Their data shows that transposons insert between nucleosomes, which explains previous observations about exon size.
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